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1. Introduction 

Consider the following stylized scenario: "A German manufacturer sells 

bis cars in the us market. Lee the cost of manufacturing each car be incurred 

by the manufacturer in German mar.ks, while the final price of the car is in 

US doUars. Then, the revenues and profits that accrue to the manufacturer 

depend on rbe exchange rate. If the exchange rate (in DEM per us $) is 

favorable, rhe manufacturer's revenues are higher lhan if che exchange rate 

is unfavorable. When the exchange rate is unfavorable, the manufacturer 

may be motivated to pass on some of rhat unfavorableness' through higher 

prices in US dollars ro maintain his stream of revenues." 

However, observed pricing practices indicate that manufacturers 

seldom completely pass on the effects of fluctuations in the exchange rate to 

the buyers in foreign markets. In the literature, this observation has 

sometimes been termed as the exchange-rate pass-through puzzle (e.g .• Mann, 

1986). Even though researchers have addressed this puzzle both from a broad 

industry-level (e.g., Dixit, 1989, Feinberg and Kaplan, 1992) and from a more 

micro-economic (e.g., Fisher, 1989, Froot and Klemperer, 1989) perspective, 

several facets of the puzzle remain unexplored (see e.g., Dornbusch, 1987, or, 

Krugman, 1987). We address one such issue and our purpose here is to examine 

the impact of international distribution channels on the exchange rate pass-

through. 

Why is it important to examine the role of international distribution 

channels? First, advocates of competitive strategy have long argued the 

importance of distribution channels in successful business performance. For 

instance, the Caterpillar Company became a world leader in large-scale 

construction equipment due to its effectively managed international 

1 
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distribution channel (see Porter, 1991, for details). In addition, foreign dealers 

often play a significant role in the entry strategies employed by 

multinationals. Note, for instance the growing use of foreign franchisees as a 

mode of international market entry (Root, 1987, p. 110). Finally, after 

empirically examining both aggregate data on US impon prices and industry-

specific evidence, Mann ( 1986) finds that pass-through varies from industry 

to industry. She concludes her analysis by speculating various factors, 

including newly established distribution networks, that can affect pass-

through. In spite of the apparent importance, researchers have not devoted 

much attention to the study of the distribution channel and its impact on 

exchange rate pass-through. Our paper takes a step to bridge this gap in the 

literature. 

\'\''bile several other micro-economic explanations have been proposed 

in the literature, none has included the impact of distribution channels on the 

pass-through puzzle. With the advent of multinationals which primarily 

contribute to the sale of consumer products across the globe, the presence of 

international distribution channels at the micro-economic level has rapidly 

escalated. Manufacturers choose independent dealers because of distance from 

the target market and cost-effectiveness. Alternatives such as vertical 

integration and foreign direct investment are more capital-intensive and less 

reversible respecti·vely compared to independent distribution channels. We 

therefore choose to study manufacturer-dealer interaction in such 

international distribution channels. 

!\1ore specifically, we model the pricing decisions of a manufacturer 

selling his products in a foreign market. We explicitly consider the role of a 

channel intermediar;' (e.g., a dealer, an import jobber, or a retailer) in the 

foreign market through which the manufacturer sells his products. Often, 
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these foreign dealers undertake marketing efforts (e.g., investing in the 

dealership, advertising, and promotions) to enhance the demand for the 

manufacturer's products. Further, since they are independently owned 

businesses, these dealers frequently differ from the manufacturer in terms of 

their goals and objectives. This results in the manufacturer bargaining and 

negotiating with foreign dealers who often have some monopoly power in 

their own local markets. 

Given the market power of the dealer, the manufacturer needs to 

provide sufficient incentives in a ne~otiated contract. If such incentives are 

not provided (for example, protecting the dealer under adverse demand 

conditions), the dealer can refuse to do business and choose to invest her 

efforts elsewhere--perhaps contract with another multinational. Or, even if 

the dealer agrees to do business, she may not put forth sufficient effort in 

selling the manufacturer's products. Consequently, the foreign dealers need 

to be suitably motivated and managed by the manufacturer. We illustrate the 

outcomes from such motivation using a contract with a fixed component 

(franchise fee) and a variable component (price). This is a typical contractl 

negotiated by manufacturers and dealers across national boundaries especially 

for consumer products where franchising via a network of dealers is common 

practice. 

It is reasonable to ask why this motivation problem is important in an 

international distribution channel context. Researchers and practitioners 

have identified two broad approaches to enhance sales and market shares of a 

manufacturer (see for e.g., Levy, Webster, and Kerin, 1983, Kotler, 1991, or 

lThis is not an optimal contract. Because of asymmetric information and the 
inability to directly monitor the agent, the principal cannot infer the actions 
of the agent and must derive a second-best contract. The main focus of our 
analysis is to study the impact of such commonly used contracts on exchange 
rate pass-through. We, therefore, do not pursue optimal contract design. 
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Keegan, ~1oriart)', and Du11can, 1992). The first is a "pull-strateg:y·" in which a 

manufacturer spends a lot of money on advertising and consumer promotion 

to build up consumer demand. Subsequently, the consumers will ask the 

retailers for the product, the retailers will ask the dealers and the dealers will 

ask the manufacturer for the product--when this strategy is effective, the 

consumers pull the product through the channel. The second is a "push-

strateg)'" in which the manufacturer uses, for instance, trade promotions and 

sales force to aggressively promote the product to dealers (retailers), who then 

promote aggressively to final consumers--here, the product is being pushed 

through the channel by the manufacturer. In an international context, 

where the manufarturer is far from the target market, it is likely to be very 

expensive to adopt a pull-strategy. Instead, pushing the product through the 

distribution channel becomes more important. It is for this reason that the 

international dealer becomes important and motivating such a dealer becomes 

essential. 

When the role of such a dealer is considered and the associated 

incentive problem addressed, we find that some characteristics of the dealer 

and the market setting help determine the magnitude of the pass-through. 

Our analysis reveals that the manufacturer has to balance her desire to 

completely pass-through the effects of exchange rate fluctuations against the 

need to motivate the dealer to work on her behalf. Among other things, we 

find that pass-through depends on the dealer's effectiveness in generating 

demand for the manufacturer's products. Before developing our model, we 

discuss the related literature to provide a better perspective on our extension 

of previous research. 

Baldwin ( 1988a, 1988b) noted that fluctuations in the dollar during the 

1980s have not been passed through trade prices in the manner predicted by 
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the historical pass-through relationsbip2. Estimates of the pass-through in 

Hung, Kim and Ohno ( 1993} suggest there are differences in pass-through 

elasticities across countries. Studies by Marston ( 1990) on Japanese 

manufacturing and Mann (1986) on US companies, indicate that the magnitude 

of the pass-through varies across industries. Our theoretical model provides a 

foundation for such empirical findings. 

How do changes in the exchange rate affect the foreign market price? 

Dixit ( 1989) deals with this question from a broad industry level perspective 

and studies pass-through in the context of entry and exit strategies. 

Dornbusch ( 1987) investigates how the extent of pass-through depends on the 

degree of product differentiation, and on the relative number of domestic and 

foreign firms. Krugman ( 1987) shows that "costly" sales expansion implies 

import prices will not fall much when the dollar appreciates. Froot and 

Klemperer (1989) study pass-through from exchange rates to import prices 

when-firms' future demand depends on current market shares. Feinberg and 

Kaplan (1992) empirically investigate the effects of actual and expected future 

exchange rates on pass-through. Fisher ( 1989) shows that market structure 

and exchange rate regime are important in determining pass-through. The 

spirit of our analysis is in consonance with this stream of research. We too 

believe that pass-through is affected by industry characteristics and market 

imperfections. Our goal is to show that one such imperfection (in the form of 

an agency problem) arises when channel intermediaries need to be suitably 

2That is, the relationship between exchange rates and prices prior to 197 3 
when exchange rate movements were controlJed (i.e. the fixed exchange rate 
regime), and during the 1973-1980 period when there were no large 
fluctuations in the US dollar (i.e., the floating exchange rate regime). For 
comparison, see Figure 1 which shows the fluctuations in the trade-weighted 
dollar from 1980 onwards - the data for the graph is provided by the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Atlanta. 
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motivated. For convenience, we summarize the findings of preceding 

significant theoretical and empirical research in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section develops 

our basic model and identifies the incentive problem in the interaction 

between the manufacturer and the foreign dealer. Section 3 further 

characterizes this interaction by making more specific assumptions. It is in 

this section that we derive the main points of our paper. In Section 4, we 

discuss some of the major implications of our analysis. Section 5 concludes the 

paper and two proofs are given in the Appendix. 

2. The Model 

A risk neutral domestic manufacturer3, M, sells his product in a foreign 

market through a foreign dealer, D. The sales ( q E R+ ) of the 

manufacturer's product sold in that market is a random variable whose density 

function, g (. ) , is parameterized by the price ( p E R + ) charged to customers 

by the dealer and the level of marketing effort ( e E R + ) put forth by the 

dealer. The precise manner in which these variables affect the density 

functions will be defmed later in the section. 

The realized sales of the dealer in the market are observed by both the 

manufacturer and the dealer, but only the dealer observes the effort she 

supplies4. Observing the effort supplied by the dealer requires frequent 

monitoring by the foreign manufacturer which is costly. Prices charged to 

final customers are observed costlessly by both parties. The density function 

g(.} is common knowledge. A consequence of these assumptions on 

3pJease note that in the rest of the paper, we use manufacturer to mean any 
supplier, and a dealer to mean any distributor, or agent. 
4By "c)bservable" we mean ''costlessly observable." Technically, each of the 
relevant ·variables is potentially observable; however, the cost of observation 
can be prohibitively expensive-that is what we mean by "unobservable." 
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observability is that the manufacturer cannot explicitly tie {he dealer's 

compensation to the effort she puts forth. This is important in our model, 

since the manufacturer has to indirectly motivate (i.e., through the terms of a 

contract that is not contingent on the dealer's effort) the dealer to put forth 

the appropriate effort. 

We assume that the contract between D and M involves a wholesale price at 

which M sells his product to D, and a fixed one-time up front fee (e.g., a 

franchise fee) that D pays to M for selling M's products. Thus, the foreign 

manufacturer offers a two-part tariff scheme to a domestic dealer in an 

environment with uncertainty and moral hazard. The uncertainty arises from 

the eventual exchange rate that determines the value of the fixed fee and 

wholesale revenue to the manufacturer as well as the eventual size of demand 

in the domestic market. The eventual exchange rate and the demand in the 

domestic market are taken to be independent eventsS. 

The reason for this independence can be understood as follows: 

only short-run exchange rate changes would matter at the consumer end of 

the channel where the exchange rate pass-through has been observed to be 

near zero. Consumer prices are independent of such short-run exchange rate 

shocks. Therefore, consumer demand as a function of consumer prices would 

be independent of the exchange rate changes. Separately, moral hazard 

emerges from the fact that the dealer can affect (probabilistically) the size of 

domestic demand through his or her effort (advertising, etc.) and this effort 

cannot be contracted upon. 

5Tue independence assumption can be interpreted as absence of foreign 
competition in the local market. If so, exchange rate changes do not result in 
price elasticity of demand effects in the local market. Thus, the cashflows of 
the dealer are not sensitive to exchange rate changes. In other words, the 
dealer does not have any economic exposure due to exchange rate changes. 
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l'ht' sequence elf events in the model are as folJo\-vs: ( 1 ). The 

manufacturt-•r an11ounces his wholesale price and fixed fees in terms of the 

frireign c.:urre11c)·. 

(21. Based <Jn the manufacturer's announcement, the dealer decides 

vvhether to carr)' the manufacturer's product. If the dealer does not agree to 

participate, the manufacturer makes zero profits through the dealer, and the 

dealer makes her reser\1atio11 level of profits from some alternative 

employment or business arrangement. 

( 3 I. Exchange rates are realized. 

!4). If the dealer agrees to participate. then the dealer chooses her final 

price and effort levels. Sales are then realized and profits are made by M and 

The sequence of e\rents reflects three important elements. Firstly, the 

mai1ufacturer sets wholesale prices in anticipation of exchange rate changes. 

c;iven floating exchange rates, it would be tremendously expensive for the 

manufacturers in industrialized markets to change prices with every 

exchange rate change. The realization of exchange rates therefore refers to 

medium-run exchange rate changes7. It is understandable that 

manufacturer-dealer contracts be drawn taking into consideration medium-

run exchange rate changes. Secondly, the manufacturer moves first but only 

after taking into account the beha\.ior of the dealer in requiring a reservation 

level of profits and sufficient incentive to put in the necessary selling effort. 

Lastly·, the sequence of events implies that (i) the dealer faces no exchange 

6Jt may be noted that the sequence of events in our model parallels the 
sequence in Fisher ( 1989), where an industry level analysis is conducted. 
7The exchange rate pass-through puzzle applies to medium-run exchange rate 
changes and their impact on wholesale prices. As mentioned earlier, short-
run exchange rate changes would matter only at the consumer end of the 
channel where it is not surprising that the exchange rate pass-through is 
near zero. 
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rate uncertainty in so much as the wholesale price offered by the 

manufacturer is denominated in the local currency8, and (ii) the dealer 

chooses the selling price assuming market demand is independent of exchange 

rate changes. 

The dealer is assumed to be risk neutral and her expected profits, it 0 , 

are given by 

"o -(p-w) E[q]- F-C[e) 

where E[q] is expected sales, C[. J is the cost of effort to the dealer with 
aC[.J 0 a'c[.J 0 u 0 . 

> , and ...-.1 > v e > ; w is the manufacturer's wholesale pnce 
ae "'° 

to the dealer, p is the price charged to consumers by the dealer. and F is a 

fixed fee paid to the manufacturer M by D, the dealer9. The manufacturer's 

expected profits, lt M , are given by: 

"M -(wS-c) E[q]+ FS, 

where 'c' is the manufacturer's variable cost of production, and S is the 

expected rate of exchange, given by E[s]. Let HC denote home currency (i.e., 

the dealer's currency) and FC denote foreign currency (i.e., the 

manufacturer's currency). The exchange rate s is expressed in FC/HC units. 

C(.). w, p, and F are all in the dealer's currency or HC units. The 

manufacturer's variable cost of production, c, is expressed in FC units. We 

assume that E[s q] ; S E[q], or equivalently, that s and q are independent. Two 

aspects of this assumption need to be elaborated. First, the presence of foreign 

8Hung, Kirn and Ohno (1993) mention that the USS is widely used in invoicing. 
Even non-U.S. exporters use the US$ for exports to the USA. We will illustrate 
later that our assumptions and results explain observed exchange rate pass-
through for US imports and exports. 
9 We assume that wand F are denominated in the foreign currency, implying 
that the currency risk is borne entirely by the manufacturer. Empirically. 
exports to the US are usually observed to be invoiced in dollars, and non-US 
exports are invoiced in domestic currencies (see page 25 in Hung, Kim and 
Ohno (1993)). 
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competition can imply that demand is affected by exchange rate changes. 

However, in this paper we steer away from such effects by making the above 

assumption. Next, prices may be sticky at the consumer level and pass-

through to consumer prices can be near zero--this is usually a response to 

short-run exchange rates. In the literature, pass-through to consumer prices 

has not been an issue--the puzzle has been with reference to trade prices in 

the context of medium-run exchange rates. Thus, in our model, the 

manufacturer sets wholesale price in anticipation of medium-run exchange 

rates, and this exchange rate distribution is summarized in the expected rate of 

the exchange, S. 

For expositional convenience we focus on a simple case in which the 

output variable, q, takes one of two values: 0 < qL < qH. The density function, 

g (. ). now represents the probability that q" is realized. We assume that g (.) 
depends only on p and e, and is twice differentiable in prices and efforts with, 

q ~ q ~ .. a~ 
- > 0, --::::r < 0, - < 0 and z- > 0. In addinon, we assume that - > 0 ae ae:- ap a p apae 

to indicate a lower {less negative) price sensitivity of demand when dealer 

effort is higherlO. Hence, the expected sales of the dealer are: 

With this setup in mind, we begin our analysis by documenting a setting 

in which the manufacturer can select a ftxed fee and a wholesale price such 

that there are no incentive problems in appropriately motivating the dealer. 

Formally, the manufacturer solves the following problem : 

1 O\ve thank an anonymous referee for this interpretation of the cross-partial. 
This assumption is mainly necessary to ensure second order conditions for 
global profit maximization. 
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""(e(.),p(.))" "11 

11 

e(w, F),p(w, F) EArgmax{""(e' ,p'l} 
e',p' 

(IR) 

(EP) 

where the IR constraint ensures that D is on average expected to make 

at least her reservation level of profitsl l, and the EP constraints take into 

account the manner in which the dealer selects her price and effort levels. 

Without loss of generality, we set "<> - 0. 

Finding 1: Assuming risk-neucral agents. 
c 

w = S, and there are no 

incentive problems. The dealer selects price and effort levels to maximize the 

profits of the entire channel. 

Proof: Consider the dealer's effort selection constraint: 

(p-w)aE[q]_ac.o (il 
ae iJe 

c c <JE[q] ac 
Rewriting we have (p - - + - - w) - - = 0 or ' ' SS ae ae · 
(p-£) aE[q] _ iJC - (w _£) aE[q] (ii) 

s ae ae S ae 
Next, D's price selection constraint provides: 

E[q]+ (p -w) iJE[q] - 0 (iii) 
ap 

Rearranging ( 3) we have: 

I{q]+ (p -£) iJI{q] - (w -£) iJE[q] (iv) s iJp s iJp 

From (ii) and (iv) it is clear that setting w c ~ will eliminate any s 
deviation from efficiency-where marginal benefit equals marginal cost. That 

11 That is, by carrying the manufacturer's products, the distributor needs, on 
average, to make at least its opportunity cost. 
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c 
is, at w = S tl1e final prices and efforts satisfy the following efficiency 

. c iJE[q) c aE[q) iJC conditions: qqJ~ -(p-~) :and(p--) a-. 
S iip S iJe ae Q.fil!. 

B~,1 selling the product at his marginal cost, the manufacturer is maklng 

1"1is dealer a rt·sidual claimant. Consequently, the dealer's objectives at the 

margin are completel)· in line with those <>f the manufacturer. Of course, the 

manufacturer extracts all rents through the fixed fees. and restricts the 

expected profits of th(> dealer to her reservation level. This standard result 

\\ill pro,.-e t<J be useful in our paper. To summarize the implications of our 

anal:>-·sis. we pro\'ide the f(lll<JWing defmition. 

Definition: Exchange rate pass·through elasticit}', f, is defined as the 

negative of the proportionate rate of change of the wholesale price, w. divided 

b)' the proportionate rate of change of the expected exchange rate, S, with all 

other parameters being constant. 
aw w S aw That is, E = --- - ---iJS w iJS . 
s 

Proposition 1: In the absence of any incentive problems in the 

distribution channel, exchange rate pass-through is complete. 

Proof: Compute the pass-through elasticity for w, from Finding 1. 

It is exactly equal to 1. 

In the above set up. the manufacturer succeeded in aligning the 

dealer's objectives by selling at marginal cost, and transferred all the demand 

risk to the dealer by a suitable choice of the Fixed fee. The magnitude of this 

fixed fee was such that D received her reservation level of profits (normalized 

to zero) in expectation. This implies that if the realized demand is qH• D makes 

positive economic profits, while if the realized demand is ql, D will incur 
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losses. In reality, however, dealers are often unwilling 12 to bear the entire 

loss under adverse demand conditions. In fact, the dealer may not agree to do 

business with the manufacturer if the terms of the contract do not place a 

ceiling on the magnitude of such losses. 

When confronted by such a liability limit or limit on the magnitude of 

losses, the manufacturer can no longer set the ftxed fee as high as he deems 

fit. In addition, he may no longer find it optimal to sell to the dealer at 

marginal cost. Consequently, D's objectives will not be perfectly aligned with 

those of M, and there will be a need to motivate the dealer to put forth 

appropriate effort levels. We now need to study the new equilibrium contract 

between M and D to characterize the manner in which the manufacturer 

selects the wholesale price, and subsequently, the magnitude of exchange rate 

pass-through. 

Before characterizing the new equilibrium, the following point should 

be noted. The manufacturer now needs to design his (w, F) contract so that the 

dealer's losses under adverse demand conditions, i.e., when Qi. is realized, are 

not greater than a prespecified level. Without loss of generality, we set this 

prespecified level to be zero--i.e., D is now assured at least zero economic 

profits when qL is realized. Now, the manufacturer's problem is: 

Max it~1 v.·,l',e,p 

subject to 

(p-w)q,-F-C[e] "0 (MP) 

e(w, F),p (w, F) EArg max { Jt0 (e', p' l} 'I w,FER', (EP) 

e',p' 

12often there are bankruptcy laws or limited liability conditions that restrict 
these losses (see for e.g. Sappington, 1983). 
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where, the MP constraint ensures that D does not incur losses under 

adverse demand conditions. As before, the EP constraints take into account the 

manner in which the dealer selects her price and effort levels. A solution to 

the manufacturer's problem has the following properties: 

Finding 2: Here, the mmufacturer will design a contract such that 

(p - w) qL - F - C[ e] - 0 ; that is, the dealer is restricted to exactly 

zero economjc profits when the realized state of nature is ql. For other 

realizations of q, the dealer makes positive profits. 

Final price and effort levels chosen by the dealer will be inefficient 

from the channel perspective. That is, the marginal cost of each of these 

variables will be less than the marginal revenue ro rhe channel. 

frQ..Qf: The Lagrangian is: 

L; (wS-c)E[q]+FS 
+ 1.{(p -w) q, - F-C(el} 

+ µ (p - w) - -{ 
aE[qJ ac} 

e oe ae 

+ µ"{E[q]+(p-w)a~q]} 

Kuhn-Tucker (KT) analysis: 
aL - -S-1.-0 aF 
= I. -S 

Next, we have using (i'): 

aL ;S( blqJ-q )- "· ( aE[q]l _ µ (al.lq]l - o ow ' ~ ae " ap 

We can rewrite the above expression as: 
a&ql al.lq] S(E[q)-q,) = µc( iJe )+µ"( ap ) 

( i') 

(ii') 

Since LHS in the above equation is non-negative, it follows that the sum 

of all the terms on the RHS need to be non-negative. This suggests that the 
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Lagrange multipliers. µc and µ P , are both not zero. Keeping this in mind, 

consider the KT conditions below: 

aL -(wS-c)aEJ:q] +s{- ac}+µ {(p-w)a'&ql _ ilc} 
ae ae ae ' a<i' a<i' 

+µ {a&qJ+(p-w)a'&qJ}-o P ae aeap 

We can rewrite the above as: 

{( -w)a'&qJ_ a'c}+ {a&qJ+( -w)a'&qJ}= µ, P a<i' a<i' µP ae P aeap 

s{ac}-(wS-c)a&qJ Ciii'l ae ae 

We can rewrite as: 

µ {a&qJ+(p-w)il&qJ}+µ {za&qJ+(p-w)a'&qJ}= ' ae apae P ap ap' 

-((wS-c)a~:l+sq,) (iv') 

Examining the coefficients of µeand µP in (iii') and (iv') along with the 

assumptions on how g(.) varies with e and p, and using Kramer's rule we can 

see that both these multipliers "'111 be non-zero. 

In the above analysis, we introduced the "incentive" problem through 

the limited loss constraint (or MP constraints) that the manufacturer has to 

contend with in designing his contract. Another obvious manner in which 

the incentive problem may be introduced is through dealer risk aversion. 

When the dealer is risk averse, M cannot transfer all the demand risk to D, and 
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tlnc(' again there v..ill l1e a ne('d to motivate the dealer through an appropriate 

\\.\', !;) C<)lltract. \\'hile there are a number of wa)'S of introducing the 

incentivt- problen1. the in1p()ftant point to Il{>te is that irrespective of the 

n1;.l11ner i11 \Vhich it is i11trr)duced, the incenti\.'e problem in distribution 

channel\ '-''ill affect the international trade prices of multinational 

m.in uf arturer~. 

Finding 1 e\~entially' i11dicates the presence of one incentive problem 

that the manufacturer has to balance against in selecting his wholesale price. 

Our assertic)n in this paper is that, it is this balancing that forces the 

magni111de of the pass-thf()Ugh ro vary in different market settings. The 

··genera.I" structure <)f the ah<lve model does not allow us to demonstrate the 

link v»ith pass-through. In the next section, though, we elaborate on the link 

bet\-veen exchange rate pass-through and the incentive problem by making 

more specific assumptions about demand in the foreign market and the 

dealer's rc>sts of effort. 

3. Further Characterization 

In this section, we assume that the demand, q, for M's product in the 

foreign market is given by, q = N - p, where N defines the size of the market. 

However, N is assumed to be a random variable that can take one of two 

values13: 0 < NL < NH. The density function, g(.), now represents the 

probabilit}' that NH is realized. We simplify the model by assuming that this 

probability is parameterized only b)' D's effort. In the earlier section, the 

probability y.,;as parameterized by both price and effort representing a 

l 3future market demand can be either high or low corresponding to a good or 
bad state of the market respectively. If a more general multinomial 
distribution is used, as long as the dealer's profits are non-zero in the worst 
possible state. our results will hold. Thus the simplification is made without 
loss of generality. 
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nonlinear demand model where the higher the price, the less probable is the 

high demand state and vice versa. The simplification in this section 

represents a linear demand model but does not result in any loss of generality. 

In both cases, the price elasticity of demand varies at different price levels. 

The following notation is used to denote expected size of the market: 

Further, we assume g(NB J e) - A e, where A> O, "rl e > 0 and the 

magnitude of A is such that g(.) < 1 when e belongs to a compact set, the upper 

limit of which is less than infinity. We define k = A [ N8 - Nr, ), normalize its 

value to belong to the open interval (0,1), and refer to it as the dealer's 

effectiveness parameter. Expected sales are now given by: 

E[q] = ( N(e) - p) =NL+ k e- p. 

As before, the dealer is assumed to be risk neutral, and her expected 

profits, lt0 , are given by 

"o - ( p - w) E[ q) - F - C [ e ), 

0 e-
where C[.) is the cost of effort to the dealer with C[e) = 2; w is M's 

wholesale price to D, p is the price charged to consumers by D, and F is the 

franchise fee paid to M by D. As in the previous section, M's expected profits, 

n:M, are given by: 

"M -(wS-c)I{q)+ FS. 

where 'c' is the variable cost of production and S is the expected rate of 

exchange. As before, we assume that s and q are independent of each other; 

i.e., E[s q] = S E[q]. A formal statement of the manufacturer's problem when 

dealer effon is unobservable can now be written: 



Max (w S- c) E[q] + FS 
'<l',F,e, p 

subject to 

"o(e(.),p(. )) "'"o• 
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e(w,F), p(w,F) E Arg m;ox{it0 (e
0

,p
0

)} 

e 'p 

V w,FER" 

(IR) 

(IP) 

The IR constraint ensures that D makes at least her reservation level of 

expected profits; the EP constraint reflects the manner in which D selects her 

price and effort levels. A solution to this problem is described below: 

Finding 3: At optimality, 

c. F (N1S-c)2 

Iii w-5,and -(4-2k2 )S2 

' N1 S+(l-k )c 
P- (2-k')S ;and (2) 

(3) E[ ] - NLS-c 
q -(2-k2 )S' 

k(NL S -c) 
e- (2-k2 )S 

(4) 
(N1 S-c)' 

"" - (4-2k2 )S'and 1to - o. 

!'n!llf: See the Appendix. 

Findings 3(1) and 3(4) indicate that the manufacturer will sell the 

product at cost, and extract all of the dealer's surplus through the franchise 

fee--of course, both w and F are appropriately modified by the expected 

exchange rate. Finding 3(2) indicates that the price charged to consumers 

increases as the dealer becomes more effective, and the effort level put forth 

by the dealer increases with effectiveness. Both the final price and effort are 

functions of the expected exchange rate. Findings 3(3) and 3( 4) indicate that 

the expected quantity sold and the manufacturer's expected profits will 

increase with the dealer's effectiveness. 
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It should be noted that the manufacturer's optimal wholesale price 

decreases as the expected exchange rate increases or as the foreign currenc)' 

strengthens; the franchise fee, on the other hand increases with expected 

exchange rate. It appears that when the exchange rate is likely to be 

favorable to the manufacturer. he reduces the unit cost to D while extracting 

the dealer's surplus through the fixed fee. 

Next, the final price to the consumer and the dealer's effort level 

increases with the expected exchange rate. Both these result from the decline 

in the manufacturer's wholesale price with increasing exchange rates. If the 

expected exchange rate is higher, the dealer is charged a lov,1er wholesale 

price and is thus motivated to sell more. As a consequence, the dealer works 

harder, but such added effon is costly. Such a higher marketing cost means 

an increase in fixed costs for the dealer. This higher level of fixed costs does 

not affect the optimal price level. In fact, the price increase is because of the 

outward shift of the demand curve caused by a higher level of marketing 

efforts. The dealer, therefore, optimally charges a higher final price 14. The 

expected quantity sold increases with exchange rate and manufacturer's 

expected profits increase with expected exchange rates. As in Proposition 1, 

the pass-through elasticity can be seen to be 1. 

Recalling the discussion before Finding 2, we now solve the 

manufacturer's problem when there is a prespecified ceiling to the losses 

borne by the dealer when N = NL. Without loss of generality, we set this 

celling to be zero, and M's problem is stated below: 

Max :rtM 
w ,F,e,p 

subject to 

(p - w)(N,. - p) - F - C[e]"' 0 (MP) 

l 4We thank an anonymous referee for providing this economic intuition. 
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e(w,F), p(w,F) E Arg ID?lX {rr0 (e',p'>} 
e • p 

Vw,FER" (IP) 

The !\1P constraint e11sures that the dealer makes at least zero level 

prt)fit~ under the lu\-v demand condition. /\. solution to this problem has the 

f(lllowing properties. 

r:inding 4: Ar c1prin1alil)·, 

( l!' . 2k'N,S+(2-k')c. "= (2+k')S ,and 
F- (2-3k1 )(N1 S-c)' 

252 (2 +k')' 

(2)' (I+ 2 k1
) N1 S + (1- k' )c 

p = (2 + k' )S : and 
k(N1 S -C) 

e- (2+k1 )S 

(3)' 
N S-c 

E[q]= (2
1
+k')S' 

(4)' Jt~! 
(N1 S-c}' k2 (N1 S-c)2 . 

= 2S(2+k')'and"n = S1(2+k')' ' 

(5)' When N =NL. dealer's economic profits= 0. 

Proof: See the Appendix. 

It is worth reiterating here that the abo·ve analysis has been conducted 

in expectation. The optimal dealer's effort in 4(2)' does not guarantee the size 

of the market. Irrespective of the amount of effort that is put fonh by the 

dealer, the size of the market, N, can be realized as either NL or N tl· It is only 

the probability that Nu is realized that increases with the dealer's effort. And 

the manufacturer's contract is intended to motivate higher effort levels. 

Keeping this in mind, we now discuss the above results. 

Finding 4( l ') indicates that the manufacturer sets w > 
c S, whenever c < 

N1S, and w increases as k increases. F decreases with dealer effectiveness, k, 

and when k is sufficiently large (i.e.,k2 > 2/3), F is negative. Note that a 

negative F implies that the manufacturer pays the dealer a fixed fee to carry 

his products, while a positive F implies that the fee is paid by the dealer. 
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Finding 4(2') indicates that the dealer's effort increases with effectiveness; 

however, dealer's prices to fmal consumers also increase with effectiveness. 

The net result is reflected in 4(3'), which shows that expected sales decrease 

with dealer effectiveness. That is, the more effective dealer is selling fewer 

units, but at higher prices. Finding 4(5') shows that the dealer's MP constraint 

is binding--the manufacturer ensures that the dealer makes exactly zero 

profits when the worst state of nature is realized. Consequently, the dealer 

makes positive expected profits as shown in Finding 4(4'). Further, finding 

4(4') indicates that the manufacturer's expected profits decrease with dealer's 

effectiveness, while the dealer's profits increase with effectiveness. 

As in Finding 3, the manufacturer's optimal wholesale price decreases 

with the expected exchange rate; however, the rate of decrease is different and 

depends on the dealer's effectiveness. For small values of k, the fixed fee F 

increases with expected exchange rate, S; but for larger values of k, F 

decreases with S. Dealer's effort increases with S, but final prices to 

consumers decrease with S. As a result, expected sales increase with exchange 

rate. Finally, both the manufacturer's and the dealer's expected profits 

increase with the expected exchange rate. 

Based on the above characterization of the equilibrium, we can derive 

the following implications. 

Proposition 2: If the MP constraints are binding, then the 

exchange rate pass-through is incomplete. 

Proof: 

The pass-through elasticity for the optimal wholesale price derived in 

F. d' 4 ' (2 - k' )C N . th th d . . al ming is:E-(2 -k2 )c+ 2 kNi.s· once at eenonunator1s ways 

positive in the relevant range of the parameters, i.e., 0 < k < 1. Consequently, 

the elasticity is less than one, and exchange rate pass-through is incomplete. 
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Notice that in the above scenario, when the manufacturer has to 

motivate the dealer to work on his behalf, pass-through is never complete. If 

the manufacturer attempts to attain complete pass-through, the dealer will put 

forth inefficient levels of effort. On the other hand, if the manufacturer 

attempts to motivate the dealer, pass-through is incomplete. Consequently, the 

equilibrium pass-through represents the manufacturer's optimal compromise 

between following the exchange rate fluctuations to enhance his profit 

stream. and not allowing sufficient pass-through to motivate the dealer to 

work hard on his behalf, It is interesting to note how pass-through varies 

with the parameters of the market setting. 

Proposition 3: When the MP constraints are bincling, the optimal 

pass-through has the following properties: 

(a). Pass-through decreases with dealer's effectiveness, k; 

(b). Pass-through decreases with the maximum size of the market 

under adverse demand condtions, i.e., N = N t: 

(c). Pass-through increases with the manufacturer's marginal cost of 

production, c; and, 

( d). Pass-through decreases with the magnirude of rhe expecred rate 

of exchange. 

Proof: 

Computing the appropriate derivatives of the elasticity gives: 

(al~- -8kcN,S . <O. 
•k [(2-k')c+2k'N,sf 

iJ• -2k2 c (2 - k2 JS 
!bl i1N1. .[(2-k')c+2k'N1.Sf <O. 

!~. 
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(c) ~ _ 2k2 NL (2 -k2 )S 
ac [<2-k')c+Zk'NtSJ 
a. -2k'cNt(2-k2

) 

aS-[(2-k2 )c+Zk'NtSJ 
(d) 

>0. 

< 0. 

Property (a) indicates that as the dealer becomes more effective, it is 

more important for the manufacturer to provide appropriate incentives to the 

dealer than to follow the exchange rate. Property {b) suggests that as the 

severity of the adverse demand conditions decreases (i.e., NL increases), pass-

through decreases. As NL increases the dealer needs to be given more profits 

to participate with the manufacturer; as a consequence, the dealer is more 

motivated to engage in discretionary behavior. In order to provide such a 

dealer with the appropriate incentives, the manufacturer decreases the 

amount of pass-through. 

Property (c) indicates the supply-side effects on pass-through. The 

manufacturer's desire to follow the exchange rate and achieve complete pass-

through increases with the cost of manufacturing. With higher costs, the 

manufacturer is more concerned with making sufficient profits than with 

motivating the dealer. Finally, property (d) suggests that as the exchange rate 

becomes more favorable, the manufacturer makes sufficient profits and is less 

inclined to follow exchange rate fluctuations. Instead, the manufacturer 

attempts to motivate the dealer to work harder. 

In addition to these results on pass-through, our analysis reveals some 

noteworthy features of the manufacturer-dealer interaction. We find that 

when the MP constraint binds, the wholesale price is invariant to the 

effectiveness of the dealer when the size of the market under adverse demand 

conditions (i.e., NL) translated to the manufacturer's currenC)' is equal to the 
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marginal cost of the manufacturer. At all other times, the wholesale price does 

change with the effectiveness of the dealer. It is also interesting to note the 

direction of pa:yment of the franchise fee. As the dealer becomes more 

effective in enhancing the demand for the product in her local market, the 

manufacturer has to pay the dealer some franchise fee rather than the other 

way arounctlS, 

4. Discussion 

We begin this section by offering some implications of our analysis to 

pass-through elasticities for various product categories. Subsequently, we will 

provide data on pass-through elasticities from the Bureau of Labor Statistics to 

support our implications. We realize that this is not a rigorous empirical test 

of our model. However, we v-'3.0t to show that anecdotal evidence is consistent 

with the predictions of our model. 

Consider products that are imported into the US market. In general, the 

market is large and more competitive with a larger number of suppliers16. 

Foreign manufacturers therefore need to adjust their export prices to provide 

sufficient incentive to the dealers to carry their product as vvell as to maximize 

profits. As we have seen in the previous section, apart from the size of the 

market. the effectiveness of the dealer and the marginal cost of the 

manufacturer would be additional factors determining their export prices and 

the resulting exchange rate pass-through. Since it is important for the 

foreign manufacturer to provide sufficient incentive to the dealer, we would 

expect pass-through to be incomplete for lTS imports. 

I Ssuch arrangemencs are not uncommon. For instance, the Yanase & 
Company is the scrongest import specialist in Japan. It controls most import 
car sales in Japan and often dictates terms to manufacturers. For an example 
involving Volkswagen, see Financial Worlcl (SepL 29, 1992, p,24-26), 
I (>see Hung, Kim and Ohno ( 1993) for a discussion of the reasons for the 
asymmetric position of US exporters vis-a-vis German and Japanese exporters 
in dealing with their respective export markets. 
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Now consider foreign markets to where the US manufacturers export. 

Due to homogeneity of preferences, many foreign consumers seek US 

products. If foreign dealers are more willing to bear the demand risk 

associated with carrying US products, the US manufacturer does not need to 

motivate the foreign dealer in selling the product. Their pricing policy 

reflects this difference and pass-through is likely to be complete {i.e., pass-

through elasticity is close to one) when US manufacturers export their 

products via foreign dealers. 

Interestingly. even though the above discussion characterizes the 

general trends we hope to find in pass-through elasticities, there are likely to 

be product categories in which (a) foreign manufacturers do not face 

significant competition in the US market, and (b) US manufacturers face a 

competitive environment in foreign markets. In (a), we expect to find pass-

through elasticities for US imports close to one; and in (b), we expect to find 

pass-through elasticities for US exports much less than one. 

Before presenting the data, consider an alternative hypothesis from 

Hung, Kim and Ohno (1993, page 22). [Note that the Fmdings of Hung, Kim and 

Ohno are argued to be consistent with the research of Krugman ( 1987), 

Marston (1990), Knetter (1989) and others.) In their paper, Hung-Kim-Ohno 

fmd that the export prices of US products are not affected by exchange rate 

fluctuations; they argue that the US is a relatively large and closed economy 

and that export prices are mainly influenced by domestic cost changes and not 

by exchange rate changes. In contrast, the implications of our model suggest 

that export prices should exhibit complete pass-through since we consider the 

role of intermediaries. 

The above argument suggests that the implications of our analysis are 

not trivial. Firstly, our predictions directly oppose those developed in previous 
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research. \1ore imp<>rtantl)·, c>ur predictions suggest that considering the role 

<Jf intermediaries is essential in gaining a complete understanding of 

exchangt.~ rate pass-thr<>ugh. \\ .. ith these implications in mind, let us consider 

the f<lll<lwlng dat.i fr1>m the Burt->au <)f Labor Statistics. 

During the period 198()-1991, the trade-weighted dollar steadily 

ap11reciated during the first half and then steadily depreciated to its initial 

·value in the latter half [See Figure 1}. We could assume given these long 

S\.\'ings in the d()llar that expectatic>ns about future exchange rates would have 

evened out over this period and would not affect estimates of exchange rate 

pass-through based on the 1<)80-1991 data. The following points may be noted 

based on Tables 3 and 4: 

( 1) In general, llS import prices - i.e., prices when foreign 

manufacturers sell through US intermediaries - exhibit pass-through 

elasticities less than one. 

( 2 l In general, US export prices - i.e., prices when US manufacturers 

sell through foreign intermediaries - exhibit pass-through elasticities close to 

one. 

However, {3a) there are product categories in which import prices show 

pass-through elasticities close to one; and (3b) there are product categories in 

which export prices have pass-through elasticities much less than one. Note 

that the product categories in (3a) and (3b) are an exception rather than the 

rule. Therefore, the data supports our implications to a certain degree. The 

anecdotal evidence supports our primary thesis that motivating intermediaries 

is a key factor in explaining pass-through elasticities. To test our theory, we 

would need to show that such differences in pass-through elasticities between 

exports and imports across product categories can be predicted using the 

predictive factors in our model. These predictive factors are maximum size of 



the market during bad states of the world, dealer effectiveness, manufacturer's 

marginal cost of production, and expected exchange rates. 

We will conclude this section with a final point about our model. In our 

analysis, we introduced the "incentive" problem through the limited loss or 

minimum profit constraint (MP constraints) that the manufacturer has to 

contend with in designing his contract. Another obvious manner in which 

this incentive problem may be introduced is through retailer risk aversion. 

When the dealer is risk averse, the manufacturer cannot transfer all the 

demand risk 1 7 to the dealer, and once again there will be a need to motivate 

the dealer through an appropriate (w, F) contract. While there are a number 

of ways of introducing the incentive problem, the important point to note is 

that irrespective of the manner in which it is introduced, the incentive 

problem in distribution channels will affect the international trade prices of 

multinational manufacturers. Finding 2 essentially indicates the presence of 

one incentive problem that the manufacturer has to balance against in 

selecting his wholesale price. Our assertion in this paper is that, it is this 

balancing that forces the magnitude of the pass-through to vary in different 

market settings. 

5. Conclusion 

We have studied exchange rate pass-through in a setting where the 

dealer's choices of marketing effort and final prices to consumers cannot be 

directly controlled by a multinational manufacturer. The focus of our inquiry 

has been on the impact of the dealer on pass-through. It is clear from our 

1 7Recall that exchange risk in our model is being borne by the manufacturer. 
It is possible that in some instances, the manufacturer pushes the exchange 
risk onto the foreign fmns, say by pricing in a common currency to all 
international markets. Such a strategy will help when the foreign currency 
is highly volatile. In this paper, we steer away from such volatility issues to 
highlight the role of the intermediary. 
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analysis that the distribution sector can go a long way toward explaining the 

incomplete exchange rate pass-through that is seen to vary from country to 

country, from industry to industry within a country, and from company to 

company, within an industry. Some of this observed variation is likely to be 

due to the varying characteristics of the distribution sector (the distribution 

network may be newly established, the dealers are very effective. etc.) We 

note, however, that the presence of a distribution sector by itself will not 

affect pass-through. Rather, it is the presence of an incentive problem in the 

distribution sector that leads to incomplete pass-through. In general, pass-

through depends on the characteristics of the dealer, and the market setting, 

along with the nature of the manufacturer-dealer contract. 

Providing the dealer with the appropriate incentives to work on behalf 

of the manufacturer is the linchpin in our explanation of the pass-through 

puzzle. The manufacturer has to tradeoff some of the ex.change rate pass-

through to ensure that the dealer will work hard in expanding the market. ln 

particular, when the dealer needs to be protected against adverse demand 

conditions-either due to limited liability constraints or risk aversion--the 

manufacturer cannot allow his wholesale price to reflect all the effects of the 

fluctuations in the exchange rate. The resulting reduction in pass-through is 

found to depend on the level of effectiveness of the dealer. In addition, the 

magnitude of the pass-through depends both on the demand conditions in the 

foreign market and the cost parameters of the manufacturer. 

Our analysis was couched in the framework of a simple model, but, 

preliminary anal;'sis indicates that our results are likely to hold in more 

general settings. \'Ve focused primarily on franchise fee contracts because of 

their apparent simplicity and wide usage (see e.g., Root, 1987). However, there 

are likely to be other contracts utilized by multinationals; for instance, the 
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manufacturer may offer a baseline regular wholesale price, and discount the 

regular wholesale price based on sales performance of the dealer. In this 

paper, we do not attempt to determine which of these multitudes of contracts is 

!h.c optimal contract. 

Further, our analysis is conducted in the context of a one manufacturer 

one dealer scenario, without explicitly considering the effects of 

competition. We confine our analysis to a one-period setting and the 

manufacturer in our analysis takes all the risk due to exchange rate 

uncertainty. Finally, our emphasis has been on exchange rate distributions 

rather than on exchange rate realizations. Our purpose in this paper has been 

to highlight the main issues, with a simple model that takes into account the 

role of a dealer. We realize that some of the factors discussed above are 

important, and we intend to address them in our future research. One 

additional direction for future research is to study if pass-through is greater 

in countries where capital is plentiful (or limited liability laws are weak) as 

predicted by our analysis. 

Our analysis adds to the Froot and Klemperer ( 1989) study of exchange-

rate pass-through when market share matters. They investigate the pass-

through from exchange rates to import prices when fmns' future demands 

depend on current market shares. They conclude that import prices may be 

more sensitive to expected future than to current exchange rates. In our 

analysis, firms' future demands depend on the price as well as the distribution 

effort of the dealer and the effectiveness of the dealer. These have been 

traditionally accepted as determinants of current market shares. While Froot 

and Klemperer (1989) focus on prices and competition as determinants of 

current market share, we concentrate on the distribution sector and the 

impact of incentives in the distribution channel on the exchange rate pass-
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tl1rough. Thus, \.Ve sh(JY.' that in building current market share for future 

pr1)fit ma.xin1izati<ln, if intermedi~tries need to he inrentivized, this can be one 

reasc)ll. among otl1ers, that results in incomplete exchange rate pass-through. 

In this se11se. ot1r anal:r!'..is of exchange rate pass-through complements Froot 

and Klemperer's ( 1 <)8<)) market share based explanation. 

ln ~ummar)·, multinatic)nals can enhance business performance 

thr<lugh improved coordination of their distribution channels. Clearly, such 

impr()Yed c<Jllrdinatil)n is C<)ntingent on unraveling the exchange rate pass-

through puz7le. Ho\\lever. unraveling this puzzle is contingent on 

understanding !'.everal issues, some of which have been discussed in this 

paper. V1/e hope fiur analysis will spark more research on the role of the 

distributi<>n !->ector in international business, and on exchange rate pass-

thr<}ugh. 
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Appendix 

Proofs of Findings 3 and 4 are identical to those in Findings 1 and 2. 
Here, we substitute the E[q] in Findings 1 and 2 with the expression generated 

e' 
in equation (2) Section 3; also, C[e] is replaced with z· 
Proof of Finding 3. 

Maximize 
w,F 

subject to 

{(wS-c)(NL +ke-p)+ FS! 

{(p -w)(NL + ke - p) - F - C[e]} ~ O;and, 

p( w, F ), e( w, F) E. 
Arg max 
p'' e' { ( p' - w )(NL + k e' - p') - F - C[ e']} 

The Lagrangian for the problem is: 

L- (wS-c)(NL +ke-p)+ FS 
0 e-

+ }.{( p - w )(NL + k e - p) - F - - } 
2 

+ µp{(p - w)(-) +(NL+ k e - p)} 

+ µ 0 { ( p - w )( k) - e}. 

Using Kuhn-Tucker analysis, we have: 
aL - - s - .. - 0. = .. - s. 
aF 
ilL 
ilw - - k µ. + µp = 0 

aL ---eS-µ,,+kµ +k(pS-c)-0 ae P 

aL 
- -c + kµ. -ZµP +S(NL + ke)-ZpS -0 ap 
ilL 

• (NL + k e + W - 2 p) = 0 
ilµp 
aL -=(p-w)(k)-e-0 aµ. 

0 
ilL e-
a;>. = ( p - w)(NL + k e - p) - F - 2" = O 

(Al) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

Solving the aOOve seven equations simultaneously, we obtain the results 

in Finding 3. 
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Proof of Finding 4. 

Maximize i(wS-c)(N1 +ke-p)+ FS! 

subjert tC) 

{(p-w)(NL-p)-F 

p( w, F ), e( w, F) E. 

' e-
- -} "'O;and. 

2 

Arg max 
' . { ( p' - w )( NL + k e' - p') - F - c [ e']} 

p,e 

The Lagrangian for the problem is: 

L~ (wS-c)(N1 +ke-p)+ FS 
' e-

+ i. { ( p - w )( NL - p) - F - 2 } 

+ !' p { ( p - w) ( - ) + (NL + k e - p )} 

+ !•e{(p-w)(k)-e}. 

Using Kuhn~Tucker anal}'Sis, we have: 
ill - - s - ), - 0. = )._ - s. 
ilF 
ill _:_.keS-kµ.+11 =0 aw { r 

ill -· - -eS-1•. + kµ" + k(wS-c)-0 
iJe '" ,. 

ilL=C+kµ.-2µ +N1 S-2pS-O ap t p -

ilL 
• (NL + k e + w - 2 p) • 0 

ilµp 
<lL -=(p-w)(k)-e-0 aµ. 

' iJL e-
ilA • ( p - w) (NL - p) - F - z = 0 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

(All} 

(A12) 

(A13) 

(A14) 

Solving the above seven equations simultaneously, we obtain the results 

in Finding 4. 



TABLE 1 
PRECEDING SIGNIFICANT THEORETICAL RESEARCH 

Reference Determinants of Definition of Exchange Rate Pass- Implications 
Pass-throua:h Throuu:h 

]. Dornbusch (i) The nature of •-("\(sw'\ Different static models predict 
I 1987) competition be~en that appreciation should lead to 

firms;and, NI w I a decline in the price of imports 
(ii) The relative nun1ber where and that incomplete pass-
of home and foreign • through occurs for both perfect n : number of foreign firms, 
firms in the industry. n: number of domestic suppliers and imperfect product 

N•n+n· +l, substitutes. Dornbusch sugg-
.'i : exchange rate, ests that for issues relating to 

w •: cost of the foreign firm, and 
pass-through, a micro-
economic perspective will be 

w: the common equilibrium domestic helpful. 
price In the Industry 

2. Krugman (I) Supply dynamics, Defining pass-through under demand Explanation of pass-through 
I 1987) resulting from the costs dynamics in a two-period model (lag in the offered by dynamic models of 

of rapidly adjusting the effect of price on demand): imperfect competition. 
n1arketing and The derivative of second-period profits Krugman suggests:"The next 
distribution with respect to P1, the price in period 1,ls step will be to focus on 
infrastructure needed to r( ~)( .fi.) 1 

particular industries, where it 
sell some imports; and, Is possible both to construct 
(ii) Demand dynamics, l JP,P X, Jr(e,P,-c•)x,]<o better series on pricing and to 
resulting from the need use institutional knowledge 
of flrms to Invest In ' about the particulars of 
reputation. where Industries to inform the 

X2 : Is second period sales, assumptions of theoretical 
e2 : second period exchange rate, models'', 

P2 : second period price, and This is partly done in the 
empirical study of Japanese 

c *: marginal cost manufacturing by Marston 
Assuming constant cross elasticity of I 1990). 
demand, rise in second-period e would lead 
to a fall in first neriod P. 



.l . Dix it 
( 198~) 

4. Fisher 
I 198~1 

{i) A range of exchange 
rates in \Vhich hon1e and 
foreign firn1s enter and 
e."it the n10:1rket (at a 
cost): and, 
(ii) .A..n independent 
'hysteresis' region I, 
with no exit or entry of 
fir1ns. 

( i) Don1estlc and foreign 
n1arket structures: and, 
iii) The e.xchange rate 
reg hnes: fixed and 
floating. 

I dw\ 

' - _I -4-J -(-'-' \ l-'¥ I/+µ) 

where 
.'i: price of a dollar in yen, 
w: price in lJSS. 
'J: each foreign fir1n's supply elasticity, 

and ft : U.S. in1port den1and elasticity 

r( "("r· .p" >\ _ 11 
I I Jl(t:p. e*> ! I 

E(,, -, (.v-l) I 
l J 

.. vhere :;r(s;p' .p~) ""min[p,.'t'P*] and p 
and p * are the best hon1e and foreign price 
offers in an initial equilibrium when 
£(~) • l, and let p' and p*' be best offers 
under an alternative distribution of the 
exchange rate when E(~) 1111 l. 1 is the 
future snot exchanae rate. 

The exchange-rate pass-through 
to domestic prices is found to 
be close to I In the phase where 
foreign firms enter or exit, and 
near zero otherwise. In other 
words, in this setup, partial 
pass-through does not occur, 

Exchange rate changes give rise 
to Import price changes. Oligo-
polists use their market power 
to set prices in anticipation of 
exchange rate movements and 
exchange rate pass-through is 
higher if the home nlarket is 
monopolistic or if the foreign 
market is competitive. 

Note: 'fhe symbols in these papers used here have been changed to make the definition of exchange rate pass-through 
consistent with our model. 1'hus, E uniformly denotes exchange rate pass-through, w denotes the wholesale price in the 
foreign currency and S denotes the exchange rate. 

1 Hysteresis is used in the context of magnetic fields, an effect (magnetism) that persists after the cause (force) 
that brought It about has been removed. Here, economic hysteresis implies persistence of prices even after 
a change ln exchange rates has been reversed. 

J 



TABLE 2 
PRECEDING SIGNIFICANT EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 

Reference Determinants & Definition of ExchanRe Rate Pass-Throusi;h Implications 
Data 

I. Froot and (i) Cost effects; and (aw')( de,') ( a..i1( dJc) They stress that the return 
Klemperer (ii) Interest rate 

E - rk·IF ds, + aA) d.\~ a firm expects to earn on its 
(1989) effects. current market share is 

where sensitive to the expected 
i=D, F for domestic and foreign resp., future exchange rate. Under 

Disaggregated bilateral 
w;: firm i's price; this assun1ptlon, pricing is 

export data Is used to F : cost of firm F at time t= l, 2, 
more (less) aggressive when 

study sensitivity of the c the price of the domestic ' pass-through to the s,: exchange rate in period t"" l, 2, currency is expected to 
expected permanence of A: discount factor for firm i. remain higher pern1anently 
exchange rate changes. (temporarily). Empirical 

results suggest purely 
temporary dollar 
appreciation would be 
associated with an Increase 
in dollar in1oort prices. 



2. Marston 
(1990) 

3. Feinberg and 
Kaplan 
(1992) 

( i) Permanent real 
exchange rate effects; 
i.e .. changes in real 
exchange rates leading 
to permanent changes in 
the ratio of export to 
doniestic prices; and 
ii) Non1inal exchange 
rate surprises: i.e .. 
unanticipated changes 
in notninal exchange 
rates lead to ten1porary 
changes in the ratio of 
export to don1estic 
prices. 

(I) Variables relating to 
the importance of 
imported inputs; 
(ii) Market structure; 
(iii) Import pene-
tration; 
(Iv) Substitutability of 
foreign for domestic 
goods; and, 
(v) The ease of entry 
into the foreign market. 

The firtn \vill var~" the relative p1·lce of export lo 
don1estic goods, 

,\',, -(. s~~·1 ) in response to changes in eith('r 

den1and or cost conditions, \Vhere 
P,1 : don1estil- price, Q;,: export price in foreign 
currency,51 : spot exchange rate. 

I JQ., \ 

E ""l ~!1 1 is the pass-through el.1stlci1y of the 

\ s, ) 
foreign currency price with respe(t to the 
exchange rate. It is negative indicating that a 
depreciation of the do1nestic currency must lower 
the nrice of this l!ood in forehzn currencv. 
In RPP/11 "" a0 ; + a,1 In GNP, + u~, In WAG~ 
E(s, )In REXCll,_, + ,. (s,)ln E(REXCll,., I 
where 
RPPI;: relative producer price for Industry i. 
GNP: overall gross national product, 
REXCH: index of the trade-\veighted external 
real value of the dollar, 
E(REXCH): trade-weighted index that adjusts 

expected future spot exchange rates by expected 
relative inflation rates, and 
E(s; ),E' (s1): estimated pass-through elasticities of 
domestic prices with respect to the actual and 
anticipated exchange rates. 
An index of real exchange-rate expectations is 
developed and used to explore its role In don1estic 
producer prices. 

·rhe 11.lper investigated 
pricing to nl<lrket by 
Japanest! firn1s over the 
eight )Cars ending in 198-:. 
·rhe n1os1 in1portan1 
influence is the shifl in the 
real exchange r<.lte, \Vi th 
pricing to niarket 
elastk·ities 1anl1 by 
in1p!ication. pass .. through 
elasticities) being 
significantly gre,1ter th<lll 
zero in all but t\Vo of the 
seventeen \·ases exa1nined. 
This is indic.ttive of 
incon1plete exchange rate 
pass-through in Japanese 
1nanufacturing. 
Both actual and expected 
future exchange rates are 
seen to have independent 
in1pacts on price 
detern1ination at the 
Industry level. However, 
these effects are not 
n1utually reinforcing. nor 
are the industry 
deter111inants of the tY.10 
price effects the same. 
Major finding is that the 
sustained periods of 
appreciation and 
depreciation over the past 
10 years n1ay have tended to 
inhibit the pass-through 
into domestic nrices. 



Tobie 3 
IMPORTEXCHANGERATEClfANGFSANDPASS-TllROUGHEsrlMATFS 

'Ibe llOOODli intematimW BLS I01ies med in thd wlysil ii tm tmde-weigtnd m:chage rate index series. This eries used bilaten1 
U.S. lndo ..;giD ,.......,.. ·-~ -fo< oacbdeWled i..el of DDport and export prioe indexeo.Tbe """'°impeded 
mbltitilfM modelJW-lhrcmgbntee is !J.PM1 .. j{!J.ER1, C), v.t-enti ii Dportpiceof pxt i, ER1 is the tnde-weigbted exchange 
rate for good i, and c, :ia the moanton\c trm::d for chanl"fl in tho price of good i. 'Ibe actual equation used for estimating the pw-
throup - f<>< U.S. Dnport priceo wed tho followll>& £omm1a, 

' .6.lnPMtJ =a;+ 'EBx1.t.6.lnER,_1J +ut.i 
J"' 

where PM is the import (export) price iodex in quarter t, ER ii the tnde-weisbted avenp oxcbmge rate in quarter t (and S lag 
perio<k) for group i. The .... of tho 6 _ .... Bx - ;, ..,. kl tho ~sh -· The product catogorieo ........ 
~e of a larpr" set of 58 product categories. 

PASS-THROUGH ADJ DW' DE!ICRIPI10N IN!10tCIO'r R' 1980-1991 .. 
Fruita, veg., SOU):., pre.ervea, jam1, PDCe8 0.475 0.008 0.081 2.059 

(1.230) (0.009) --
Beveragel &. flavoring extracts 0.241 0.011 0.338- 1.676 

(18.67)- (0.002)-
Appuol and related~ 0.221 0.008 --0.007 1.717 

(2.245)' (0.002)-
·--

Fmmlwo&fixlurw 0.460 o.oos 0.382- 2.196 
(12.31)- (0.002)--

Drup 0.585 0.007 0.392- 2.149 
(23.31)- (0.003)-

Footwear (exoept rubbe<) 0.52S 0.006 o.24r 2.42S 
(14.70)- (0.003)' . 

Howoobold app1Unoeo & put. O.S42 0.001 0.353- 1.998 
(21.93)- (0.002) 

-
M-vebicleo 0.375 0.009 0.280- 2.208 

(8.665)- (0.003)-

~ ·-& suppli .. O.SOl --0.001 0.5~ 2.430 
(39.39)- (0.002) 

Watches, clocb 0.665 0.002 0.489- 1.818 
(15.54)- (0.004) 

Jewelry, silverware, llJld plated wue 0.536 0.013 0.067 2.215 
(0.597)- (0.005)-

. 
T oy1 and sporting goods 0.494 0.007 0.293- 1.670 

(14.23)- (0.002)-
····-·- ·---

Electric ligbODg """ ..;,;.g equ;- 0.852 0.008 o.64r 2.166 
(34.17)- (0.003)- --~-

Medical and denta1 instruments and suppliel 0.949 0.008 0.778- 2.283 
(70.15)- (0.003)-

Source: W. A1termm, •using Disaggregated DP to Dissect the U.S. Tnde Deficit,• unpublished mamscript, Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, Division of l:memalional Prices, 1993. 

1Durl>in-Wat5on statistic. 
• Significant at 15 perced level. 

•• Significant at S percent level. 
••• Sipificanl id 1 perceal level. 



Table 4 
EXPORT EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES AND PASS-THROUGH EsTIMATES 

'Im .,;:ood immational BLS series used in this anaJysis is the ~pted exchange nte ~ Mries. This 1eries used bibtenl 
U.S. bade weights to OOlllb'UCt a aepuate m.:dwnge nae for each detailed level of import and export price indexes.The buic imperfect 
tubstildes model puHhn::algb ntes is b.PM;.,. ,Ab.ER,, C). where PM, is iqxxt piceaf good i, ER, is the trade-weighted exchange 
nte for good i, and C1 is the monotonic trend for changes in the price of good i. The actuaJ equation used for estimating tbe pu•· 
tbrousb rate for U.S. import price& used the followin& fonmla: 

' !J. lnPM" = 11, +I: Brµ !J. lnER,_JJ + u.., 
j.fJ 

where PM ii the import (export) price index in ~ 1, ER ii the tnde-weigbted avenp ncNnp rate in Cf1&rlet t (ml S lag 
periods) for group i. The IUlll of the 6 estinwed Bi c:oefficimts ii equal to the .-.-tbrouah nte. The product ClltegoriM here are 
represeatative of a larpr Id of SB product caaegoriel. 

PASS--THROUOH ADl DW' DESCRIPilON lNTEtCEPT R' 198().1991 
Fruits, veg., soups, preaerve1, jams, sauces 1.015 0.006 0.742- 2.238 

(26.0S)- (0.004)' 
Beverages & flavoring extracts 1.028 0.007 0.7~ 1.958 

(28.30)- (0.003)-
Apparel and related products 0.917 0.006 0.81r 1.656 

(43.81)- (0.002)-
Furniture & fixturN 0.749 0.005 o.1s2• 1.833 

(2.489' (0.006) 
Dn>p 0.953 0.006 0.499- 1.111 

(15.82)- (0.006) 
F°""'""' (except rubl>o<) 0.855 0.008 0.838 2.402 

(42.27)- (0.003)-
Houoehold applianoeo & parts 0.940 0.008 0.864- 2.079 

(78.22)- (0.001)-
Motor vehicles 1.173 0.010 o.10r 2.243 
. (38.29)- (0.002)-

Photographic equipnenl & supplies 0.928 --0.002 0.862- 1.815 
(75.29)- (0.002)-

W.iches, clocks 1.233 0.003 0.372- 2.452 
(14.21)- (0.006) 

Jeweby, silverware, and plated ware 0.208 0.007 o.26r 1.613 
(0.343) (0.009) 

Toys and sporting goods 0.940 0.006 0.884- 2.096 
(81.77)- (0.002)-

M;.c. food product> 0.159 0.004 0.3W- 1.821 
(0.201) (0.007) 

Tires and inner tube& 0.540 0.002 0.7- 1.465 
(14.18)- (0.002) 

Source: W. Alterman, •using Disaggregated Dua to Dissect the U.S. Trwde Deficit,• unpublilbed nwatscript, Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, Division of lntemationaJ Prices, 1993. 

1Durbin-Watson statistic. 
• Significant at IS perced: level. 

•• Significant at 5 pen:em level. 
••• Signific.mt .i 1 perced level. 
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FlGUREl 

FRBA Dollar Index: 1980 - 1991 
1980= 100 
JOO ..--~~---~-~~-~-~~-~~~~~~-, 

90 w.-"'"'-"'' --~· "'"'~···.O·'~····-"'"""""'-"""--'-~""'""~""'"""'-......i 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1988 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

*Frequency of data over years shomi ir monthly. 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlan1a (FRBA) index is based on 1984 bilateral trade weights for 18 currencies. 
The European subindex includes Belgium, France, Germany, 11aly, 1he Ne1herlands, Spain, Sweden, 
Swiuerland, and 1he United Kingdom. The Pacific group includes Australia, China, Hong Kong, Japan, 
Singapore, Sou1h Korea, and Taiwan. The Canadian dollar is treated as a separate subindex, and 1he overall 
dollar index includes 1he Saudi Arabian riyal along wi1h 1he foregoing 17 currencies. A rise in 1he index or 
subindex reflects a s1reng1hening of 1he dollar against currencies included. 


